Introduction

This application note describes the steps to discover and configure the AXIS Camera/Encoders as an ONVIF device in MAXPRO NVRs.

If you have questions concerning this document, please contact Honeywell Technical Support. See the back cover for contact information.

Step 1: Enable ONVIF Web Service on AXIS Camera/Encoder

Scenario Description

If you are unable to discover AXIS cameras/encoders using ONVIF compliance standard in MAXPRO® NVR, ensure that ONVIF Web service is enable and setup on the AXIS device.

The above scenario is noticed if you log on to the camera web page (for example to set the IP address on the AXIS device) prior to discovering and configuring the device in NVR through ONVIF, as a result the ONVIF Webservice gets disabled automatically.

Perform the steps in Option 1: Add a ONVIF user in the camera web page. or Option 2: Reset to factory default settings to enable ONVIF on the AXIS devices.

Note

AXIS P1347 Network Camera is used as an example to show the steps required, perform similar steps for other AXIS ONVIF devices.

Option 1: Add a ONVIF user in the camera web page.

To add a ONVIF User
1. Log on to the AXIS camera web page. The AXIS camera home page appears with live video.
2. Click Setup and then navigate to System Options > ONVIF. The User List dialog box appears.

3. Click the Add button. The ONVIF User Setup dialog box appears.
4. Type the **user name** and **password** in the respective boxes.

5. Confirm the password and then click **OK**. The newly added user is displayed in the **User List** box.

---

**Note**  
Ensure that you enter the same **User name** and **Password** in MAXPRO® NVR **Discovery** (Advance Settings) dialog box.

---

**Option 2: Reset to factory default settings**

**To reset factory default settings**

1. Log on to the AXIS camera web page. The AXIS camera home page appears with live video.

2. Click **Setup** and then navigate to **System Options > Maintenance**. The **Server Maintenance** page appears.
3. In the **Maintain Server** area, click **Restore**. A confirmation box appears.
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   **The page at 199.63.72.139 says:**

   This will restore all server settings, except the IP address, HTTP port and focus settings, to their default values. Are you sure you want to continue?
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4. Click **OK**.

   **Note**  
   Factory default settings resets all the parameters, except the IP and focus parameters, to the original factory settings.

5. Add and discover the AXIS camera in MAXPRO NVR using the default user name **root** and password **pass**.
Step 2: Discover and Configure the AXIS Camera/Encoder in MAXPRO® NVR

To discover and configure the AXIS Camera/Encoder in MAXPRO NVR

1. In MAXPRO NVR, click the Configurator tab. The System page displays by default.
2. Click the Camera tab to open the Camera page.
3. Under Discover cameras here
   - Click \( \text{\textbullet} \) to discover the cameras in the network. By default, the check boxes corresponding to all the discovered cameras are selected as shown below.

4. After the discovery, to add the AXIS cameras, first clear the check boxes corresponding to all other cameras other than AXIS cameras.
5. Select a AXIS camera that you want to add, and click \( \text{\textbullet} \) to open the Advanced Discovery Settings pane.
6. Type the User Name and Password of the third party AXIS camera as shown in the following figure.

   \[ \text{Note} \quad \text{The default user name is root and password is pass.} \]
7. Click **Apply**.

8. In the Discover cameras here area, click **Add** to add the camera.